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A B S T R A C T 

Andromeda (And) XXV has previously been reported as a dwarf spheroidal galaxy (dSph) with little-to-no dark matter. However, 
the uncertainties on this result were significant. In this study, we nearly double the number of member stars and re-derive the 
kinematics and mass of And XXV. We find that And XXV has a systemic velocity of νr = −107.7 ± 1.0 kms −1 and a 
velocity dispersion of σν = 3 . 7 

+ 1 . 2 
−1 . 1 kms −1 . With this updated velocity dispersion and a new literature measurement of the 

radial surface brightness profile, we derive a mass contained within the half-light radius of M ( r < r h ) = 4 . 7 

+ 3 . 0 
−2 . 9 × 10 

6 M �. 
This mass corresponds to a mass-to-light ratio of [M/L] r h = 25 

+ 17 
−16 M �/L �, demonstrating that And XXV is most-likely dark 

matter dominated. We also measure the metallicity of And XXV to be [Fe / H] = −1 . 9 ± 0 . 1 dex, which is in agreement with 

previous results. Finally, we extend the analysis of And XXV to include mass modelling using GravSphere . We find that 
And XXV has a low central dark matter density, ρDM 

(150 pc) = 2 . 3 

+ 1 . 4 
−1 . 1 × 10 

7 M � kpc −3 , which makes And XXV a clear outlier 
when compared to other local group dSphs of the similar stellar mass. In a companion paper, we will explore whether some 
combination of dark matter cusp-core transformations and/or tides can explain And XXV’s low density. 

Key w ords: galaxies: dw arf – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: haloes – dark matter. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

warf galaxies are typically dark matter dominated systems, with 
ass-to-light ratios in the range 10–1000s, making them ideal 

ystems for testing dark matter physics and cosmology (e.g. Mateo 
998 ; Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009 ; Simon 2019 ). The most successful
osmological model to date is Lambda Cold Dark Matter ( � CDM),
hich explains the cosmic microwave background radiation (e.g. 
eebles 1982 ; Komatsu et al. 2009 ; Aubourg et al. 2015 ; Planck
ollaboration et al. 2016 , 2020 ), nucleosynthesis (e.g. Walker et al.
991 ; Smith, Ka wano & Malane y 1993 ; Burles et al. 1999 ; Cyburt
004 ; Steigman 2007 ; Fields 2011 ), and structure formation on large
cales (e.g. Bond, Kofman & Pogosyan 1996 ; Springel et al. 2005 ;
ao, Springel & White 2005a ; Gao et al. 2005b ; Tegmark et al.
006 ; Springel, Frenk & White 2006 ), albeit by invoking three
ysterious components – dark matter, dark energy, and inflation 

Planck Collaboration et al. 2016 , 2020 ). Ho we ver, on galactic
cales, particularly dwarf galaxies, there have been a number of 
ong-standing tensions between � CDM predictions and observations 
e.g. Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017 ; Buckley & Peter 2018 ; Sales,

etzel & Fattahi 2022 ). One such tension is the so-called ‘cusp-
ore’ problem (Moore 1994 ; Flores & Primack 1994 ; de Blok 2010 ;
avarro et al. 2010 ; Walker & Pe ̃ narrubia 2011 ; Read et al. 2017 ;
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enina et al. 2018 ; Read, Walker & Steger 2019 ), which arises when
omparing the dark matter density profiles of dwarf galaxies from 

ark matter only simulations in a � CDM cosmology to observations
f dwarf galaxies. � CDM predicts that the dark matter inside dwarf
alaxies should follow a universal ‘cusped’ profile that has a highly
ense centre that steeply decreases with radius, such that ρDM 

∝ r −1 

Dubinski & Carlberg 1991 ; Navarro, Frenk & White 1996b , 1997 ;
oore et al. 1999 ). Instead, a growing number of dwarfs have been

bserved with ‘cored’ dark matter profiles described by a shallow 

entral density that remains roughly constant in the centre, such that
DM 

∼ constant (Flores & Primack 1994 ; Moore 1994 ; de Blok et al.
001a , b ; de Blok 2010 ; Marchesini et al. 2002 ; Simon et al. 2005 ;
attaglia et al. 2008 ; Walker et al. 2010 ; Agnello & Evans 2012 ;
morisco & Evans 2012 ; Newman et al. 2013 ; Read et al. 2017 ;
ead et al. 2019 ). 
F or man y of the cored dwarfs observed, a plausible solution to

he cusp-core problem within the � CDM paradigm is dark matter
eating. This is the process of sudden gas removal due to stellar
inds, dynamical friction or supernovae feedback which results in 
ravitational fluctuations, causing the dark matter halo to expand. 
hen this process is repeated across many cycles of star formation

he dark matter halo e xpands irrev ersibly, reducing the central dark
atter density and flattening the cusped profile into a core o v er

ime (Navarro, Eke & Frenk 1996a ; Gnedin & Zhao 2002 ; Read &
ilmore 2005 ; Mashchenko, Wadsley & Couchman 2008 ; Pontzen &
o v ernato 2012 ; Zoloto v et al. 2012 ; Brooks & Zoloto v 2014 ;
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 ̃ norbe et al. 2015 ; Tollet et al. 2016 ; Read, Agertz & Collins 2016 ;
ead et al. 2019 ). Ho we ver, dark matter heating is only proposed

o be ef fecti v e in galaxies with e xtended star formation (Read et al.
016 ; Read et al. 2019 ) that are abo v e a stellar-mass-to-halo-mass
atio threshold of M ∗/ M 200 ∼ 5 × 10 −4 (Di Cintio et al. 2014 , but
ee Orkney et al. ( 2021 )). 

Puzzlingly, there is a subset of dwarfs within the low surface
rightness population of the Local Group (LG) with M ∗/ M 200 below
his threshold with unusually low central densities that are unlikely
o be explained by dark matter heating alone. Around the Milky

ay (MW) two such dwarfs have been found, Crater II (Torrealba
t al. 2016 ) and Antlia II (Torrealba et al. 2019 ). Similarly around
ndromeda (M31) two more have been observed, Andromeda XIX

McConnachie et al. 2008 ; Collins et al. 2020 ) and Andromeda XXI
Martin et al. 2009 ; Collins et al. 2021 ). These systems have a
iffuse nature, described by a large half-light radius and very low
urface brightness. Furthermore, the mass contained within the half-
ight radius for these systems, determined from velocity dispersions

easurements, is less massive than other galaxies with similar size
nd brightness (Caldwell et al. 2017 ; Fu, Simon & Alarc ́on Jara
019 ; Torrealba et al. 2019 ; Collins et al. 2020 , 2021 ), meaning
hat it is likely that these systems reside in low mass and low
ensity dark matter halos. While detailed star formation histories
or these systems are not currently available to completely rule
ut dark matter heating as the cause, even under the (unlikely)
ssumption of highly efficient dark matter heating, their low densities
annot be reproduced (Torrealba et al. 2019 ; Collins et al. 2021 ).
nstead, tidal interactions with the host (MW or M31) are the
uspected culprit causing the low density dark matter halos of
hese systems (Torrealba et al. 2019 ; Fu et al. 2019 ; Collins et al.
021 ). 
In this paper, we investigate another potential outlier, An-

romeda XXV (And XXV), a dSph satellite galaxy of M31 first
isco v ered as part of the Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Surv e y
Richardson et al. 2011 ). And XXV was previously identified as
 potential outlier within the LG in a 2013 study (Collins et al.
 2013 ), hereafter known as C13) that performed a kinematic analysis
f numerous M31 dSph satellites. And XXV was found to have
 low velocity dispersion, σ v = 3.0 + 1 . 2 

−1 . 0 kms −1 , which results
n a mass-to-light ratio of [M/L] r h = 10.3 + 7 . 0 

−6 . 7 M �/L �. This is
onsistent with a dark matter dominated system. Ho we ver, due to
he small number of member stars (26) with stellar kinematics in
heir sample, the uncertainty on this value is significant. As such,
ithin the uncertainties the presence of dark matter is not required

nd And XXV could be described by a simple stellar system with
o appreciable dark matter component. C13 point out, more stellar
elocities are needed to confirm or rule out the presence of dark
atter in this system. We present a revised kinematic analysis,

sing the spectroscopic data set outlined in C13 combined with
e w observ ations to provide a larger sample size, nearly double that
sed in C13, allowing us to critically reassess if And XXV really
s a dSph with no appreciable dark matter. We will also extend the
nalysis to investigate the metallicity of And XXV. Finally we use the
ynamical mass modelling tool BINULATOR + GravSphere
Read & Steger 2017 ; Read, Walker & Steger 2018 ; Read et al.
019 ; Gregory et al. 2019 ; Genina et al. 2020b ; Collins et al. 2021 ;
ead et al. 2021 ), to gain an insight into the dark matter content of
nd XXV. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we detail the

hotometric and spectroscopic observations used in this study. We
etail the contaminant removal procedure used to remo v e MW and
31 contaminant stars from our sample in Section 3 and discuss
NRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
ur kinematic analysis of And XXV in Section 4 . In Section 5
e investigate the metallicity of And XXV. Next, we outline the
ynamical mass modelling results for And XXV Section 6 . In
ection 7 we discuss our results and finally we conclude in Section 8 .

 OBSERVATI ONS  

.1 Deep extragalactic imaging multi-object spectrograph 

pectroscopy 

he spectroscopic data for And XXV were obtained using the Deep
xtragalactic Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS) Faber
t al. ( 2003 ), Cooper et al. ( 2012 ) mounted on the Keck II telescope.
he observations are comprised of two masks. The first was taken

n September 2010 (previously presented in C13), and the second
ask was observed on 2018 August 18. The instrumental setup was

he same for both masks, using a 1200 line mm 

−1 grating with a
esolution of 1.3 Å. To determine the velocity and metallicity of
ach member star, we use the calcium triplet (Ca(II)) lines. The
a(II) lines are present in the region around ∼8500 Å. As such our
bservations targeted the wavelength range of ∼5600–9800 Å with
 central wavelength of 7800 Å to resolve the Ca(II) lines. Each
ask was split into 3 × 20 min exposures, combining to give a total

xposure time of 3600 s per mask. The average seeing was ∼0.8
rcsec for both masks, which resulted in an average signal-to-noise
atio (S/N) of ∼5 per pixel ( M V < 21: S/N ∼16, 21 ≤ M V < 24:
/N ∼6, M V > 24: S/N ∼2). 
The data were reduced using a custom pipeline, described in detail

n Ibata et al. ( 2011 ) and C13. In short, the pipeline detects and
emo v es cosmic rays, then corrects for scattered light, slit function,
llumination, and fringing. To account for pix el-to-pix el variations
at-fielding was performed. Next wavelength calibrations of each
ixel were conducted using arc-lamp e xposures. Then, the sk y was
ubtracted from the two-dimensional spectra. Finally, each spectrum
as extracted (without resampling) from a small spatial region

round each target. The velocities and corresponding uncertainties
or all stars were derived using the strong Ca(II) triplet feature found
n the spectra of the non-resampled data. A Markov Chain Monte
arlo (MCMC) routine fit a Gaussian to the three Ca(II) triplet lines
nd determined the offset of the line compared to the known rest-
rame wavelengths. This shift was converted into a velocity. The
nal value for the velocity uncertainty comprises of the uncertainty
rom the MCMC posterior distribution combined with the uncertainty
nherent to DEIMOS and the reduction pipeline which w as tak en to
e 3.2 kms -1 (Collins et al. 2020 ). This is similar to the uncertainty of
.4 kms -1 found in Martin et al. ( 2014 ) for the same type of targets.
he results from each mask were combined into a single catalogue. 
Misalignments of the slitmasks can cause velocity shifts of up to

5 kms -1 . We correct for these by comparing atmospheric models
o the telluric absorption lines in the spectrum to shift the spectra
o the correct frame as described in C13. To further confirm if any
ignificant misalignment had occurred we check for a velocity error
radient across the mask. None were found in either mask. Finally,
here were a few stars present both masks which were compared to
nsure the velocity uncertainties were well measured. 

.2 Large binocular telescopelarge binocular cameras 
hotometry 

he photometric data for And XXV were obtained using the
arge Binocular Cameras (LBC) mounted on the Large Binocular
elescope (LBT) in the V Bessell - and i SLOAN -band. Observations were
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onducted on the nights of 2011 October 28 and No v ember 8 with a
eeing that was ranging from 0.7 arcsec to 1.2 arcsec. With its 4i say
harge-Coupled Devices (CCDs), the cameras both co v er an area of
bout 23 × 25 arcmin 2 . In total, 29 exposures of 360 s were taken
ith each filter, for a total exposure time of 2.9 h per band. 
The raw photometry was reduced using the Cambridge Astronom- 

cal Surv e y Unit (CASU) pipeline where the images are debiased,
at-fielded, trimmed, and gain-corrected (Irwin & Lewis 2001 ). 
he reduced photometric data were made into a catalogue. Each 
atum was then morphologically categorized to distinguish between 
tellar, non-stellar (e.g. background galaxies) or noise-like objects. 
nly stellar objects were considered for further analysis. Finally, the 
ata were extinction corrected using the dust maps from Schlafly & 

inkbeiner ( 2011 ), using A V = 0 . 270 mag and A i = 0 . 171 mag. 
The photometric and spectroscopic observations were combined 

y cross-matching the on-sky position of each star within an allowed 
olerance of ±1 arcsecond. 

 SELECTING  MEMBERS  O F  A N D RO M E DA  

X V  

efore we can perform the kinematic analysis of And XXV we 
ust identify the most probable members of And XXV and remo v e

ny contaminants from the MW or M31 halo. It is difficult to
ifferentiate between member and contaminant stars using velocity 
nformation alone. This is especially true for foreground MW stars 
s the two systems have similar systemic velocities. Instead, to 
etermine likely member stars, we use a ‘triple-threat’ probabilistic 
pproach which was first outlined in Tollerud et al. ( 2012 ) and C13,
hen further developed in Collins et al. ( 2020 ), Collins et al. ( 2021 )
nd Gregory et al. ( 2019 ). The method assigns each star a probability
f membership using three probability criteria: (1) the star’s position 
n the sky with relation to the centre of And XXV, P dist ; (2) the
tar’s position on a colour magnitude diagram (CMD) of And XXV, 
 CMD ; and (3) the velocity of the star, P vel . We discuss each of these
riteria in more detail below. 

.1 Distance probability 

 dist is determined using radial surface brightness profile modelled 
s: 

 dist = exp 

[
−
(

r 2 

2 ηdist r p 2 

)]
(1) 

here r is the radial distance of the star from the centre of And XXV
taken to be 0 h 30 m 9.9 s - RA, 46 circ 51 

′ 
41 

′′ 
- Dec Martin et al. ( 2016 ))

nd ηdist is a free parameter used to scale the exponential profile to
he size of And XXV. ηdist was e xtensiv ely tested for any potential
iases or dependencies and a final value of ηdist = 2 . 5 was used. r p 
sed to modify the half-light radius, r h , to account for any ellipticity,
escribed by: 

 p = 

r h (1 − ε) 

1 + ε cos ( θ ) 
(2) 

here r h = 2 . 7 arcmin (Martin et al. 2016 ; Savino et al. 2022 ), ε
s the ellipticity ( ε = 0.03) and θ is the stars angular position with
espect to the dwarfs major axis ( θ = −16 ◦) (Martin et al. 2016 ). 

.2 Colour-magnitude diagram probability 

 CMD is determined using the colour-magnitude diagram of 
nd XXV. A by-eye best-fit isochrone was overlaid onto the CMD
o identify the stars most likely to be red giant branch stars of
nd XXV. The isochrone used was an old, metal-poor isochrone 

[Fe / H] = −1 . 9 dex, [ α/ Fe] = 0 . 0 dex, age = 12 Gyr) obtained
rom the DARTMOUTH stellar evolutionary models Dotter et al. 
 2008 ) shifted to the distance modulus of And XXV, m − M =
4.38 (Savino et al. 2022 )). The CMD of And XXV and the by-
ye best-fit isochrone are shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 . The
inimum distance in colour-magnitude space, d min , of each star to

he isochrone was converted into a probability of membership using: 

 CMD = exp 

[
−
(

d min 
2 

2 ηCMD 
2 

)]
(3) 

here ηCMD is another free parameter, this time used to account for
he scatter of stars around the best-fit isochrone. Again, this free
arameter was tested for any potential biases or dependencies and a
nal value of ηCMD = 0 . 2 was chosen. 

.3 Velocity probability 

 vel is determined by simultaneously fitting the velocities for all 
f the stars in the spectroscopic observations by assuming that 
hese stars inhabit a profile of four dynamically distinct peaks. Four
aussians are used to describe the different peaks which correspond 

o And XXV stars (P And XXV ), then M31 halo contaminant stars (P M31 )
nd two peaks for the MW contaminant stars (P MW1 , P MW2 ). The
W velocity profile is often assumed to be a single distribution

or contaminant removal purposes. However, due to the similarity 
n systemic velocity for And XXV and the MW, for our study, this
ssumption is not valid. Instead, we need to include this complexity
n our model by modelling the MW as two velocity distributions (e.g.
ilbert et al. 2006 ). Each Gaussian is defined by a systemic velocity

 νr ) and a velocity dispersion ( σ ν), such that the probability of each
tar belonging to each peak (P And XXV , P M31 , P MW1 and P MW2 ) is: 

 peak = 

1 
√ 

2 π
√ 

σ 2 
νpeak 

+ νerr,i 
2 

× exp 

⎛ 

⎝ −1 

2 

⎡ 

⎣ 

νpeak − νi √ 

σν2 
peak 

+ νerr,i 
2 

⎤ 

⎦ 

2 ⎞ 

⎠ 

(4

here ν i and νerr,i are the velocity and velocity uncertainty of a given
tar respectively. The overall log-likelihood function is therefore 
escribed by: 

log ( L ) = 

N ∑ 

i= 1 

( αP And XXV + βP M31 + γP MW1 + δP MW2 ) (5) 

here α, β, γ , and δ are constants describing the proportion of stars
elonging to And XXV, M31, MW1, and MW2, respectively, and 
re normalized, such that α + β + γ + δ = 1. The components
f this likelihood function were found using emcee , a python 
CMC package (F oreman-Macke y et al. 2013 ). The routine used

00 w alk ers, o v er 5000 iterations with a burn-in stage of 1550 and
niform flat priors were introduced for each parameter, see Table. 1
or a summary of the priors and results for the MCMC analysis. 

It is important to note that, while the velocity and velocity
ispersion values will likely resemble the final values, this is not
he final kinematic result for And XXV. It is only used to determine
 vel . This is because it does not consider the impact of any potential
31 or MW contamination in the wings of the And XXV Gaussian,

ence why the other two probability filters are important and the
ombination of all three filters is used to weight the likelihood
unction in the final kinematic analysis. The probability distribution 
escribed by the Gaussian for each peak can then be combined to
MNRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
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M

Figure 1. Left top: The velocity histogram from And XXV. Light grey represents non-members likely contamination from foreground MW stars or M31 halo 
stars. Dark grey represents the 49 identified member stars of And XXV. The black dashed line represents the systemic velocity of And XXV determined in this 
study. Left bottom : Radial distance from the centre of And XXV as a function of the line of sight velocity. The smaller light grey circles are the non-member 
stars from the spectroscopic data. The larger coloured circles are the member stars, colour-coded by the probability of membership (see colour bar on the 
right) and the error bars are the 1 σ uncertainties. The horizontal grey dashed lines represent 1 × and 2 × r h from the bottom up respectively. Right: The colour 
magnitude diagram for And XXV. Again the smaller light grey circles are non-member stars within 1.5 × r h and the larger coloured circles are the member 
stars colour-coded by the probability of membership. The black solid line is a by-eye best-fit isochrone ([Fe / H] = −1 . 9 dex, [ α/ Fe] = 0 . 0 dex, age = 12 Gyr) 
for And XXV taken from the DARTMOUTH stellar evolutionary models Dotter et al. ( 2008 ) and shifted to the distance modulus of And XXV, m − M = 24.38 
(Savino et al. 2022 )). 

Table 1. Prior values and results for the variables used in our emcee analysis 
for P vel . [ ∗] Note: This is not the final systemic velocity and velocity dispersion 
value for And XXV - it is only used to determine P vel . 

Priors: 
Peak νr (kms −1 ) σν (kms −1 ) 

P And XXV −130 < νr < −90 0 < σν < 50 
P M31 −400 < νr < −130 0 < σν < 200 
P MW1 −60 < νr < 50 0 < σν < 100 
P MW2 −90 < νr < −50 0 < σν < 100 

Results: 

Peak νr (kms −1 ) σν (kms −1 ) 

P And XXV −107 . 6 + 1 . 5 −1 . 4 5 . 1 + 2 . 3 −2 . 0 [ ∗] 

P M31 −272 . 2 + 50 . 8 
−46 . 6 132 . 1 + 30 . 7 

−28 . 0 

P MW1 −45 . 3 + 14 . 5 
−9 . 2 27 . 2 + 10 . 7 

−9 . 3 

P MW2 −71 . 1 + 7 . 8 −11 . 4 38 . 6 + 15 . 5 
−7 . 9 
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NRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
ive P vel , using: 

 vel = 

P AndXXV 

P MW1 + P MW2 + P M31 + P AndXXV 
(6) 

The final probability of membership to And XXV for each star is
he product of the three probability cuts, such that: 

 member = P dist × P CMD × P vel (7) 

tars with a probability of P member > 0 . 10 were considered member
tars. The probability of membership cut-off is kept intentionally low
s we use the velocity dispersion for the kinematic analysis. Hence,
e do not want to artificially decrease the velocity dispersion by

emoving potential candidates with a probability cut that is too strict.
urthermore, all non-members have a probability of membership
ignificantly below this cut-off point. A total of 49 members were
dentified (as shown in Fig. 1 ). These data contain nearly double the
umber of members compared to that used in C13. 
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Figure 2. A corner plot showing the results of our kinematic analysis using 
EMCEE . The velocity and velocity dispersion are well resolved, giving νr = 

−107.7 ± 1.0 km s −1 and σν = 3 . 7 + 1 . 2 −1 . 1 kms −1 . 
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Table 2. The properties of And XXV. Sources a: Martin et al. ( 2016 ), b: 
Savino et al. ( 2022 ), c: this work. 

Property Value Source 

α, δ (J2000) 00:30:09.9 + 46:51:41 a 

m V 15.3 + 0 . 3 −0 . 2 a 

M V -9.1 + 0 . 3 −0 . 2 b 

D (kpc) 751.6 + 25 
−21 b 

r h (arcmin) 2.7 + 0 . 4 −0 . 3 a, b 

r h (pc) 590 + 90 
−47 a, b 

L (L �) 3.7 + 0 . 4 −0 . 5 × 10 5 b 

ν (kms −1 ) -107.7 ± 1.0 c 

σν (kms −1 ) 3 . 7 + 0 . 4 −0 . 5 c 

M(r < r h ) (M �) 4 . 7 + 3 . 0 −2 . 9 × 10 6 c 

[M/L] r h (M �/L �) 25 + 17 
−16 c 

[Fe/H] (dex) -1.9 ± 0.1 c 

ρDM 

(150 pc) (M � kpc −3 ) 2 . 3 + 1 . 4 −1 . 1 × 10 7 c 
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 KINEM ATIC  ANALYSIS  O F  A N D RO M E DA  

X V  

e used another emcee routine to determine the velocity ( ν) and 
elocity dispersion ( σ ν) of And XXV. This time, the routine fits
 single Gaussian for the 49 member stars, with the likelihood of
ach star weighted by the star’s respective probability, such that the 
og-likelihood function is: 

log ( L ) = 

N ∑ 

i= 1 

log ( P member i P AndXXV i ) (8) 

The routine used 500 w alk ers o v er 5000 iterations with a burn-in
tage of 3750. The values of ν and σ ν for And XXV from the P vel 

nalysis were used as initial guesses and the same flat priors used for
 vel were implemented. The resulting posterior distribution can be 
een in Fig. 2 . 

.1 Kinematic results 

he velocity and velocity dispersion are well resolved, giving ν = 

107.7 ± 1.0 km s −1 and σν = 3 . 7 + 1 . 2 
−1 . 1 km s −1 , the uncertainties

re the 1 σ uncertainty intervals from the posterior distributions. 
he properties derived for And XXV are listed in Table 2 . The
elocity and velocity dispersion are consistent with those derived 
n C13 ( ν = −107.8 ± 1.0 km s −1 , σν = 3 . 0 + 1 . 2 

−1 . 0 km s −1 ) although
ur velocity dispersion is slightly higher. This is likely due to the
argeting of the C13 study. The first mask preferentially targeted 
tars close to the centre of And XXV. As seen in Fig. 1 , the central
tars are kinematically colder than those in the outskirts (velocity 
ispersion of ∼2.3 km s −1 in the centre versus ∼5.7 km s −1 on the
utskirts). The outermost stars included in the new spectroscopic 
ata set increase the average dispersion measured in this study. It
s important to note that at the outskirts of And XXV we are more
usceptible to contamination from non-member stars, especially due 
o the similarity in velocity between And XXV and the foreground
W stars. We e xtensiv ely tested our membership selection; ho we ver,

t is possible inclusion of contaminates could potentially contribute 
o the velocity flaring at larger radii. Furthermore, due to the size of
he uncertainties on the two bins, likely arising from small number
tatistics, the velocity flaring observed is statistically insignificant 
ithin 1 σ . 
Using the now better constrained velocity dispersion, we can 
easure the mass, M(r < r h ), and mass-to-light ratio, [ M/L ] r h ,

ontained within the half-light radius of And XXV. Assuming a 
at velocity dispersion profile, M ( r < r h ) can be calculated using
alker et al. ( 2009 ): 

 ( r < r h ) = 580 r h σ
2 
ν (9) 

The mass of And XXV was determined to be M ( r < r h ) =
 . 7 + 3 . 0 

−2 . 9 × 10 6 M �, which is in agreement with the C13 study within
he 1 σ uncertainties. Using the updated absolute magnitude value 
f And XXV, M V = −9 . 1 (Savino et al. 2022 ), which is equal
o a luminosity of L = 3 . 7 + 1 . 4 

−0 . 5 × 10 5 L �, the mass-to-light ratio
ontained within the half-light radius is [ M/L ] r h = 25 + 17 

−16 M �/L �.
he mass-to-light ratio agrees with the value from C13 within the
 σ uncertainties and demonstrates that And XXV is dark matter 
ominated. Although, assuming Gaussian uncertainties, And XXV 

s still consistent with a simple stellar system of [ M/L ] r h < 5 with
1.25 σ .Furthermore, if we instead use the previous luminosity value 

 L = 6.8 × 10 5 L �) with the updated velocity dispersion we derive
 mass-to-light ratio of [ M/L ] r h = 15 + 10 

−9 M �/L � This demonstrates
hat the increase in the mass-to-light ratio is due to the combination of
he slightly increased velocity dispersion and the updated luminosity 
alue that is almost half the previous value that was used in C13. 

.2 Comparison to kinematics of local group dSphs 

warf galaxies are typically dark matter dominated systems at all 
adii and as such we would expect them to have mass-to-light ratios
f [ M/L ] r h > 10 M �/L �. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the mass-
o-light ratios of LG dSphs, the light grey circles and triangles are

31 and MW dSphs, respectively, taken from Tollerud et al. ( 2012 );
ollins et al. ( 2013 ); Collins et al. ( 2017 ); Collins et al. ( 2020 );
ollins et al. ( 2021 ); Walker et al. ( 2007 ); Walker et al. ( 2009 );
imon & Geha ( 2007 ); Simon et al. ( 2011 ); Simon et al. ( 2015 );
MNRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
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M

Figure 3. Left: Mass-to-light ratios of dSphs in the LG. The diagonal black lines illustrate a mass-to-light ratio of 10, 100 and 1000 from right to left respectively. 
Right: The mass contained within the half-light radius for the LG dSphs. The solid black line is the best-fitting NFW mass profile for the LG population (Collins 
et al. 2014 ), with the 1 σ uncertainties for this relationship shown by the blue shaded region. Both: The light grey triangles are MW dSphs and the light grey 
circles are M31 dSphs. The C13 result is illustrated by the pink diamond and the updated value from this study for And XXV is shown by the purple star. For 
all data points, the error bars show the 1 σ uncertainties. 
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artin et al. ( 2007 ); Martin et al. ( 2013a ); Martin et al. ( 2013b );
artin et al. ( 2014 ); Ho et al. ( 2012 ); Kirby, Simon & Cohen ( 2015 );
irby et al. ( 2017 ). The pink diamond shows the C13 result. This
ass-to-light ratio was indicative of a dark matter dominated system,

ut within the uncertainties did not require the presence of dark
atter. The purple star shows the mass-to-light ratio of And XXV

erived from this study. We can see that with the combination of
he slightly increased velocity dispersion and updated luminosity
sed in this study, the mass-to-light ratio of And XXV is that of
 dark matter dominate system and mo v es in line with other LG 

Sphs. 
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the mass contained within the

alf-light radius as a function of the half-light radius for the LG
Sphs. Again the light grey circles and triangles are M31 and MW
Sphs, respectively, taken from the same sources. With the updated
elocity dispersion the half-light radius mass moves more in line
ith what we would expect (compare the pink diamond – C13 to

he purple star – this study). Despite this, we can see that the mass
f And XXV is still significantly lower when compared to the best-
tting NFW mass profile for the LG population (Collins et al. 2014 ),

llustrated by the solid black line and the light blue shaded region is
he 1 σ uncertainty. This extended radial behaviour with significantly
ess mass than expected for its size is also shown by the other four
utliers And XXI (Collins et al. 2021 ), And XIX (Collins et al.
020 ), Crater II (Torrealba et al. 2016 ), and Antlia II (Torrealba et al.
019 ), as highlighted in Fig. 3 . For these systems, it is suspected
hat tides have caused the low masses. Furthermore, C13 noted that
idal interactions could have acted to lower the central density of
nd XXV, and the increase in velocity dispersion with radius could

ndicate a tidal influence. 
To investigate if we can observe the impact of tides in the

inematics, we altered the Gaussian component of the likelihood
unction described in equation ( 4 ) to include a velocity gradient
NRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
omponent that would indicate the presence of tidal streams, follow-
ng the methodology outlined in Martin & Jin ( 2010 ). No statistically
ignificant velocity gradient was found. It is important to note that
his does not mean And XXV has not experienced tidal influences,
specially as we potentially run into the same small number statistics
ssues reported by the C13 as we are trying to fit more parameters
han the simple Gaussian outlined in equation ( 4 ). We return to the
otential impact of tides on And XXV in Section 7 . 

 META LLICITY  O F  A N D RO M E DA  X X V  

e determined the metallicity of And XXV by measuring the
qui v alent widths of the Ca(II) triplet lines from the spectroscopic
bservations. These absorption lines are a good proxy for iron
bundance [Fe/H] (Armandroff & Da Costa 1991 ). We focused on
he equi v alent widths of the Ca(II) triplet feature in the co-added
pectra for And XXV. We only include member stars with a good
ignal-to-noise ratio (S/N), for our data set, this was determined to
e S/N > 2.5 per pixel, which resulted in a sample that comprised
f 32 stars. To calculate the equi v alent widths, we followed the
ethodology outlined in C13. Firstly, we apply a Doppler correction

o each star to ensure the spectra are measured in the rest frame.
he spectra were then interpolated onto a common framework
efore co-adding the S/N weighted spectra. Next, the spectra were
ormalized, such that the mean continuum was equal to one. Finally,
e simultaneously fit the continuum and three Gaussian peaks to

ach of the three Ca(II) triplet lines to obtain the equi v alent widths,
ee Fig. ( 4 ). 

The metallicity was determined from the equi v alent widths using
he approach described by Starkenburg et al. ( 2010 ) such that: 

Fe/H] = −2 . 87 + 0 . 195 M + 0 . 48 �Ca − 0 . 913 �Ca −1 . 5 

+ 0 . 00155 � Ca M (10) 
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Figure 4. The S/N weighted co-added spectra for the Ca(II) triplet region in 
And XXV. The purple dashed line is the fit to the Ca(II) triplet feature, the 
final derived metallicity is [Fe / H] = −1 . 9 ± 0 . 1 dex. 

Figure 5. The luminosity–metallicity relation for LG dSphs. MW dSphs are 
represented by light grey triangles, whereas the M31 dSphs are the light grey 
circles. The pink diamond shows the results for And XXV from the C13 study 
and the purple star shows the result for And XXV from this study derived from 

the coadd spectra. The black dash line is the best fit luminosity–metallicity 
relation from Kirby et al. ( 2013 ) with the light blue band illustrating the 1 σ
scatter. And XXV is in perfect agreement with this relation. 
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1 The updated GravSphere code along with the new BINULATOR binning 
method, described in this paper and Collins et al. ( 2021 ), is available to 
download from https:// github.com/justinread/ gravsphere . pyGravSphere , 
a free form mass version of the GravSphere code (Genina et al. 2020b ), is 
available to download from https:// github.com/AnnaGenina/ pygravsphere . 
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here �Ca = 0.5EW 8498 + EW 8542 + 0.6EW 8662 and M is the
bsolute magnitude of each star given by: 

 = V − 5 × log 10 ( D �) + 5 (11) 

here V is the S/N-weighted mean V-band magnitude of the 32 
tars and D � is the heliocentric distance of the star which, for all
tars, was assumed to be the heliocentric distance of And XXV, 
51.6 kpc (Savino et al. 2022 ). This resulted in a metallicity for
nd XXV of [Fe / H] = −1 . 9 ± 0 . 1 dex. This value is in direct

greement with the result from the C13 study. Furthermore, this result
s in agreement with the luminosity–metallicity relation (Kirby et al. 
013 ) for LG dwarfs, as shown in Fig. 5 with data taken from the
ources mentioned for Fig. 3 in addition to Ho et al. ( 2015 ) and Wojno
t al. ( 2020 ). We also obtained metallicities for individual stars. To
o this we performed the same fitting procedure described abo v e but
his time for each of the 32 spectra separately. From the individual
etallicities, we produced a metallicity distribution function (MDF) 

rom which we determined the mean metallicity of And XXV MCMC 

ith an EMCEE routine fitting a Gaussian to the MDF. This analysis
roduced a metallicity in agreement with the result derived from the
o-added spectra, albeit with a slightly larger uncertainty due to the
arger systematic errors associated with the individual spectra with 
ow S/N. 

 MASS  M O D E L L I N G  O F  A N D RO M E DA  X X V  

.1 BINULATOR + GravSphere – mass modeling tool 

ravSphere 1 is the dynamical mass modelling tool we used to 
easure the dark matter density profile of And XXV and is described

escribed in detail in Read & Steger ( 2017 ); Read et al. ( 2018 );
ead et al. ( 2021 ); Genina et al. ( 2020b ); Collins et al. ( 2021 ).

n this section, we briefly re vie w the GravSphere methodology
nd describe its application to And XXV. GravSphere solves the 
rojected spherical Jeans equations (Jeans 1922 ; Binney & Mamon 
982 ) for a set of tracers, in this instance the 53 member stars of
nd XXV, to determine the dark matter density profile, assuming that

t is a spherical, non-rotating system. These equations are known to
av e a mass-v elocity anisotropy de generac y for which a wide range
f solution combinations can satisfy the model (Merrifield & Kent 
990 ; Wilkinson et al. 2002 ; Łokas & Mamon 2003 ; de Lorenzi
t al. 2009 ). Several methods have been proposed to break this
e generac y (see e.g. Read & Steger ( 2017 ). GravSphere addresses
t by fitting two higher order ‘Virial Shape Parameters’ (VSPs), 
rst proposed by Merrifield & Kent [ 1990 , see also Richardson &
airbairn ( 2014 )]. The velocity anisotropy profile is difficult to
onstrain observ ationally. Ho we ver, using VSPs we only need line of
ight velocities (easily obtained from spectroscopic observations) to 
lace meaningful constraints on the velocity anisotropy profile, hence 
reaking the mass-velocity anisotropy degeneracy. GravSphere 
ses a symmetric version of the velocity anisotropy profile, ˜ β, is used
o a v oid issues with infinite values (Read et al. 2006 ), where ˜ β = 0
escribes an isotropic velocity distribution, ˜ β = −1 a complete 
angential and ˜ β = 1 a complete radial distribution. Finally, in line
ith previous studies (Read et al. 2018 ; Collins et al. 2021 ), we adopt

he CORENFWTIDES model to describe the dark matter distribution. 
his mass profile includes within its parametrization the cusped 
avarro–Frenk–White profile (NFW; Navarro et al. ( 1996b )). The 
FW profile gives a good fit to dark matter density profiles in pure
ark matter simulations and is described by two parameters: a virial
ass M 200 and concentration parameter c 200 . The CORENFWTIDES 
odel adds four new parameters to this: n , r c , r t, and δ. The first

wo control how ‘cored’ or ‘cusped’ the dark matter profile is inside
 c , where n = 1 corresponds to a constant density flat core, n =
 corresponds to an r −1 cusp, as in the NFW profile, and n = −1
orresponds to an even steeper r −2 cusp. The second two parameters
odel the effect of tidal forces from a larger host galaxy stripping

ome of the outer mass away, where r t is the tidal radius beyond
hich the density falls off as r −δ . 
MNRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
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Figure 6. The dark matter density profile for And XXV. The dark grey and 
light grey shaded regions are the 1 × and 2 × σ uncertainties, respectively, and 
the purple dashed line is the literature half-light radius of And XXV (Savino 
et al. 2022 ). The blue dotted line corresponds to 150 pc, the radial distance 
at which we determine the central dark matter density (Read et al. 2018 ). 
And XXV has a low central dark matter density of ρDM 

(150 pc) = 2 . 3 + 1 . 4 −1 . 1 ×
10 7 M � kpc −3 . 
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GravSphere has been rigorously tested on a wide variety of
ock data (Read & Steger 2017 ; Read et al. 2018 ; Read et al. 2021 ;
enina et al. 2020b ; Collins et al. 2021 ) and stands up well when

ompared to other dynamical mass modeling tools (Read et al. 2021 ).
o we ver, for systems with a small number of stars, and/or where

he velocity uncertainty is large, the binning method in the previous
ersion of GravSphere can become slightly biased towards cusped
rofiles (Gregory et al. 2019 ; Zoutendijk et al. 2021 ; Collins et al.
021 ). To resolve this issue GravSphere was updated to include
 new separate binning routing, BINULATOR , first introduced and
utlined in detail in Collins et al. ( 2021 ). This update reduces the
forementioned biases by fitting a generalised Gaussian probability
istribution to each bin, providing a robust estimate of the mean,
ariance, kurtosis, and corresponding uncertainties for each bin, even
or systems with an extremely small sample size, such as And XXV.
hese estimates are then used as inputs to GravSphere . Detailed

ests of this updated version of BINULATOR + GravSphere can
e found in Collins et al. ( 2021 ) Appendix. A. 

.2 Implementing BINULATOR + GravSphere for 
ndromeda XXV 

he surface brightness profile for And XXV was constructed from
hotometric data obtained through the LBT imaging described in
ection 2.2 . We included point sources from the entire data set
ut to ∼5 × r h . For each star the radial distance from the centre
f And XXV was measured and a probability of membership was
ssigned using the P dist and method outlined in equation ( 1 ), albeit
ith a looser probability constraint ( P member > 0.01) and larger η
arameters to ensure a representative and complete surface brightness
rofile. The velocity dispersion profile was constructed from the
pectroscopic data for the 49 identified members of And XXV, using
he v elocity, v elocity uncertainty, radial distance from the centre and
he probability of membership determined using equation ( 7 ) for
ach member star. For both data sets the probability of membership
s summed to give the total number of ‘effective’ tracers: 

 eff = 

N mem ∑ 

i= 0 

P mem,i (12) 

iving N eff = 2450 for the photometric data and N eff = 27 for the
elocity data, which were then split into 98 bins of 25 and 3 bins of
, respectively. GravSphere fits the surface brightness profile and
adial velocity profile from the kinematic and photometric data input
sing an emcee routine (see Appendix A ). For the parameters in
he CORENFWTIDES profile we implemented the following priors:
.5 < log 10 ( M 200 /M �) < 11.5, 7 < c 200 < 53, −2 < log 10 ( r c /kpc)
 10, 1 < log 10 ( r t /kpc) < 20, 3 < δ < 5 and −1 < n < 1. For the

ymmetric velocity anisotropy, ˜ β, the priors were: −0 . 1 < 

˜ β∞ 

< 1,
2 < log 10 ( r 0 /kpc) < 0 and 1 < q < 3. Finally, for the stellar mass

f And XXV we convert the updated luminosity value from Savino
t al. ( 2022 ) using the assumption of a stellar mass-to-light ratio of
 for an old stellar population, in line with Simon ( 2019 ). This gives
 stellar mass of M ∗ = 7 . 5 + 0 . 6 

−0 . 8 × 10 5 M �. 

.3 Dark matter density profile of Andromeda XXV 

he resulting dark matter density profile is shown in Fig. 6 . The dark
rey and light grey shaded regions are the 1 and 2 σ uncertainties,
espectively, and the purple dashed line is the half-light radius of
nd XXV. Within the uncertainties, it is not possible to distinguish
etween a cusped or cored profile. Instead, we turn our attention
NRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
o the central dark matter density, ρDM 

(150 pc ), illustrated by the
lue dotted line. This value is used because this is the key region
here core formation is expected to reduce dark matter densities,

ompared to CDM predictions (Read et al. 2018 ; Genina et al.
020a ). For And XXV, we get a central dark matter density of
DM 

(150 pc) = 2 . 3 + 1 . 4 
−1 . 1 × 10 7 M � kpc −3 . This is low when compared

o other LG dSphs, as shown in Fig. 7 , with data taken from Read et al.
 2019 ). Here dSphs are illustrated as circular data points and dIrrs
re triangles. Quiescent (non-star forming) dwarfs are purple whereas
urrently star-forming dwarfs are blue. The pre-infall halo masses,
 200 for the dwarfs in this study and the Read et al. ( 2019 ) sample

re determined using an abundance matching method described in
ead & Erkal ( 2019 ), which uses the the mean star formation rate
v eraged o v er the time when a galaxy was forming stars < SFR > ,
ather than stellar mass. This method was chosen as it is less
usceptible to scatter associated with quenching or tidal interactions
hich can alter the M 200 value obtained from traditional stellar
ass abundance matching methods. This is particularly pertinent

s And XXV may show signs of tidal stripping. The sample of dSph
alaxies in Read et al. ( 2019 ) was chosen to be tidally isolated in
rder to measure the impact of dark matter heating on ρDM 

(150 pc),
ndependently of tidal ef fects. Ho we ver, while the dSphs in Read
t al. ( 2019 ) are known to be tidally isolated today (based on their
rbits, measured using proper motion data from Gaia + HST (Gaia
ollaboration et al. 2016 , 2018 ), this does not mean that the y hav e
een tidally isolated for their whole history. As shown in Genina et al.
 2020b ), some dwarfs can have past interactions with one another
nd/or other infalling structure that lowers their inner densities while
eaving them on apparently benign orbits today. While it is not
ossible to control for this for the dSphs in the Read et al. ( 2019 )
ample, like Fornax, such ef fects cannot explain the similarly lo w
ensity of the isolated dIrrs in the Read et al. ( 2019 ) sample. Fornax
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Figure 7. Top: The central dark matter density as a function of pre-infall 
mass, M 200 . The dark grey band corresponds to the inner DM densities of 
completely cuspy profiles, whereas the light grey band corresponds to a fully 
cored coreNFW profile (Read et al. 2016 ). The width of the bands corresponds 
to the 1 σ scatter in DM halo concentrations (Dutton & Macci ̀o 2014 ). Bottom: 
Central dark matter density as a function of the stellar mass to halo mass ratio, 
M ∗/M 200 . The vertical grey dashed line illustrates the M ∗/M 200 ratio abo v e 
which cusp-core transformations should become efficient (Di Cintio et al. 
2014 ). Both: Circular data points are dSphs, whereas triangles are dIrrs. 
Dwarfs that are currently star forming are light blue whereas dwarfs that 
are quiescent are purple. Fornax is illustrated by the partially filled purple 
circular data point due to its unusual star formation history atypical of dSphs. 
The error bars are the 1 σ uncertainties. And XXV and And XXI are labelled 
and have thicker error bars with caps. Data for And XXI were obtained from 

Collins et al. ( 2021 ) and from Read et al. ( 2019 ) for the other dwarfs. 
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s illustrated by the partially filled purple circular data point. Fornax 
s an interesting case that has a density and star formation history
imilar to dIrrs, but is a dSph. As such, its low density could owe to
tar formation (SF) and/or tides (Genina et al. 2022 ). A SF-induced
ark matter core provides the best fit to the kinematic data for Fornax,
ut tides could still have had a major influence even though Fornax’s
rbit looks to be tidally benign today. 
When comparing And XXV to the rest of the LG dwarfs we

an see just how low And XXV’s central dark matter density is, at
pproximately an order of magnitude smaller than expected for a 
uiescent dSph, ρDM 

(150 pc ) > 10 8 M � kpc −3 . Instead, And XXV
as a central dark matter density more in line with currently star
orming dIrrs, ρDM 

(150 pc ) < 10 8 M � kpc −3 , which are expected to
ave lower central dark matter densities due to the dark matter heating 
ffects of their continued star formation. Even when compared to the
nusual Fornax, with even lower central density, And XXV is still a
ignificant outlier. Furthermore, in the top panel in Fig. 7 , the dark
rey band corresponds to a fully cusped profile whereas the light grey
and corresponds to a fully cored profile. The width of the bands
orresponds to the 1 σ scatter in DM halo concentrations (Dutton &
acci ̀o 2014 ). Here we can see that And XXV appears to reside in

he light grey region which corresponds to a fully cored profile. This
ehaviour is also reflected in And XXI, another documented M31 
utlier for which we have dynamical mass modelling (Collins et al.
021 ), as labelled in Fig. 7 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

ark matter heating is one way in which dwarfs can lower the
entral dark matter densities. Could the unusually low central density 
bserved in And XXV be due to dark matter heating caused by
xtended SF? From the shallow horizontal branch SF history, we can
ee that And XXV formed 50 per cent of its total stars 8.7 Gyrs ago
nd formed 90 per cent of stars (and thus likely finished star forming)
.8 Gyrs ago (Weisz et al. 2019 ). It is possible that And XXV
ad a very short burst of SF ∼1–2 Gyrs ago, although within the
ncertainties this is not significant and could be an artefact of the
ethod used as many of the dwarfs in their sample display this short

urst. Deeper SF data are required to confirm the nature of this burst.
ark matter heating is more ef fecti ve in galaxies with extended star

ormation (Read et al. 2016 ; Read et al. 2019 ); hence, the relatively
hort, isolated bursts of SF history that And XXV undergoes means
t is unlikely that SF alone could explain the extremely low central
ensity observed in And XXV. The same conclusion was reached for
he other outliers with low central densities (Torrealba et al. 2019 ;
ollins et al. 2021 ). Ho we ver, in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 we can

ee that And XXV lies below the dashed grey line which indicates
he stellar mass-halo mass ratio for which dark matter heating can
ecome viable (Di Cintio et al. 2014 ). A recent study by Orkney
t al. ( 2021 ) showed that gravitational fluctuations due to late minor
ergers can also instigate slight core formation, even in dwarfs 

elow this stellar mass-halo mass ratio. Therefore, it is possible that
nd XXV may have undergone a slight cusp-core transformation, 

lthough none of the simulated, isolated, dwarfs reported in Orkney 
t al. ( 2021 ) reach the low density of And XXV. 

Another process that can lower the central density is tidal interac-
ions. Tidal interactions lower densities at all radii, unlike dark matter
eating which only lowers the central density. Tidal interactions 
an be split into two different processes, tidal stripping and tidal
hocking. Tidal stripping occurs when the gravitational force from the 
ost galaxy (in this case M31) exceeds the gravitational force from the
warf allowing matter (dark matter/stars) to become unbound from 

he dwarf. Tidal stripping preferentially remo v es matter from the
uter radii working inwards. As such the central dark matter density
s only noticeably reduced after significant mass loss. For cusped 
rofiles � 99 per cent of the original mass would need to be lost
MNRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
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efore the central dark matter density would decrease (Pe ̃ narrubia,
avarro & McConnachie 2008 ; Pe ̃ narrubia et al. 2010 ; Errani,
e ̃ narrubia & Walker 2018 ; Errani & Pe ̃ narrubia 2020 ; Errani &
av arro 2021 ). Ho we ver, cored profiles are less ef ficient at protecting

heir central densities and require less extreme mass loss for a
oticeable effect (Read et al. 2006 ; Pe ̃ narrubia et al. 2010 ; Brooks &
olotov 2014 ). Tidal shocking is another type of tidal interaction. It
ccurs for satellites on highly eccentric orbits moving in and out of
he gravitational potential of the host. If the resulting gravitational
uctuations occur on shorter time scales than the dynamical time of

he interaction, it will dynamically heat the stars and dark matter.
he effect of tidal shocking is most pronounced at the pericentre
f the orbit, as this is where the gravitational field changes most
apidly. Furthermore, tidal shocking is only ef fecti ve at lo wering
entral densities for cored systems (Read et al. 2006 ; Errani et al.
017 ; Errani et al. 2018 ; Errani & Pe ̃ narrubia 2020 ; van den Bosch &
giya 2018 ) or for systems that reside in a low concentration dark
atter halo (Amorisco 2019 ). 
At a three-dimensional-projected distance of 85.2 kpc (Savino

t al. 2022 ), And XXV is one of the closest M31 satellites, meaning
t may potentially have had a previous encounter with M31 resulting
n tidal forces. Ho we ver, without proper motions, it is difficult to
lace meaningful constraints on the orbital history to ascertain if
nd XXV has had any close approaches with M31. Even armed with
ypothetical proper motions, it is important to remember that the
urrent orbital properties are not al w ays a robust indicator of possible
ast close interactions (Lux, Read & Lake 2010 ; Genina et al.
020a ). Without orbital history information, we turn our attention
o other potential indicators of tidal interaction. Firstly, we turn to
he photometry to see if we can find indications of tidal interactions.
o obvious tidal tails or other tidal substructure can be seen in the
hotometry of And XXV. The photometry used is shallow, as such
idal features, which tend to have low surface brightnesses, could
eadily be missed. Without dedicated deep imaging out to the very
utskirts of And XXV, such tidal substructure would be difficult
o detect (e.g. Shipp et al. 2022 ). Recent studies have shown that
Sphs can undergo tidal interactions and show no observable tidal
ubstructure (Read et al. 2006 ; Pe ̃ narrubia et al. 2009 ; Genina et al.
020a ), this is especially true for dwarfs on highly eccentric orbits,
ince the episodes of shocking are restricted to only the pericentric
assages. As such, the dwarfs can relax back to equilibrium on a
ynamical timescale, quickly erasing any signs of the interaction
rom the main body of the dwarf. Moreo v er, as the stellar component
s strongly embedded in the dark matter halo, dSphs can be exces-
ively stripped by tidal forces preferentially removing dark matter
nd as such, not demonstrate any observable tidal features in the stars
ntil very extreme mass loss ( � 90 per cent Pe ̃ narrubia et al. 2008 ;
e ̃ narrubia et al. 2010 ; Errani et al. 2018 ). Secondly, in the kinematic
nalysis, we observed a kinematically colder centre in And XXV with
he velocity dispersion increasing with radial distance. This may
emonstrate that And XXV is not in dynamical equilibrium which
ould be due to previous tidal interactions, although it is important
o note that within the uncertainties this flaring is not statistically
ignificant. Interestingly a similar kinematic profile is observed in
ntlia 2, a system for which tides are the suspected culprit (Torrealba

t al. 2019 ). Moreo v er, the unusually low mass contained within the
alf-light radius measured for And XXV could be explained by tidal
tripping/shocking, which would reduce the mass of the system o v er
ime. This is especially true for cored systems which are able to

aintain their original radius while losing mass (Pe ̃ narrubia et al.
010 ), resulting in the extended radial behaviour observed. Finally,
warfs undergoing strong tidal interactions, which result in stellar
NRAS 521, 3527–3539 (2023) 
ass loss, are expected to be outliers on the luminosity–metallicity
elation (e.g. Tucana III, see Simon et al. 2017 ). From Fig. 5 we can
ee that And XXV agrees with this relation which suggests it has
ot lost significant stellar mass through tides; an order of magnitude
oss appears unlikely, but stripping ∼50 per cent of the stars may
e allowed by the data. Furthermore, significant dark matter mass
oss can lower the inner density, as can tidal shocking, without any
ssociated stellar mass loss (e.g. Read et al. 2006 ). 

No one piece of evidence is enough to decisively confirm or omit
he possibility of either dark matter heating or tidal interactions as the
ause of the low central density. However, the above would imply that
e may potentially explain And XXV’s extremely low central density
ue to a combination of both factors. Meaning And XXV could
ave undergone a slight cusp-core transformation from dark matter
eating, which made And XXV more susceptible to tidal stripping
nd shocking which further reduced the central dark matter density,
ith tidal interactions being the significant contributing factor. This

onclusion is in line with the results from studies investigating the
ther anomalous dwarfs (Torrealba et al. 2019 ; Collins et al. 2021 ).
lthough, detailed analysis in combination with additional data,

uch as proper motions, is required to consolidate this conclusion.
nd XXV joins the small but growing list of unusual LG ’puffy’
warfs with low central densities. Around M31 we now see three
uch systems (And XXV, And XIX, and And XXI). A detailed
tudy (Charles et al, in prep) into potential formation and evolution
athways resulting in the low central densities observed will improve
ur understanding of the nature of dark matter and potentially place
onstraints on different cosmological models. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e present an updated kinematic analysis for And XXV. And XXV
as previously identified as a local group outlier. Using previous

pectroscopic observations in combination with a new data set,
roviding 49 member stars, nearly double that in the previous study,
e were sufficiently able to determine the presence of dark matter
ithin And XXV, for the first time. In addition, we dynamically mass
odel And XXV using BINULATOR + GravSphere to constrain

ts dark matter density profile. Our key findings are as follows: 

(i) We measure the a systemic velocity for And XXV of ν =
107.7 ± 1.0 km s −1 and a velocity dispersion of σν = 3 . 7 + 1 . 2 

−1 . 1 kms −1 

hese values are consistent with the results derived by C13, which
ad a much smaller sample size. 

(ii) We observe that the most central stars have a low velocity dis-
ersion, which increases with increasing radial distance, potentially
ndicating And XXV is not in dynamical equilibrium and may have
ndergone tidal interactions. 
(iii) Assuming dynamical equilibrium, we determine the mass

ontained within the half-light radius to be M ( r < r h ) = 4 . 7 + 3 . 0 
−2 . 9 ×

0 6 M �, which is lower than we would expect for the size of
nd XXV. This mass value corresponds to a mass-to-light ratio
f [M/L] r h = 25 + 17 

−16 M �/L �, which, for the first time, indicates
nd XXV is a dark matter dominated system. Although within the
ncertainties And XXV does not require dark-matter to explain the
ass-to-light ratio, in agreement with C13. 
(iv) For stars with a S / N > 2.5 we measure the metallicity of

nd XXV to be [Fe / H] = −1 . 9 ± 0 . 1 dex from the coadded spectra.
his is perfect in agreement with C13 and with the luminosity–
etallicity relation for low-mass LG dwarfs (Kirby et al. 2013 ). 
(v) Using the dynamical mass modelling tool BINULATOR
 GravSphere we measure a low central dark matter density
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f ρDM 

(150 pc) = 2 . 3 + 1 . 4 
−1 . 1 × 10 7 M � kpc −3 . From the dark matter

ensity profile alone we cannot distinguish between a cusped or cored 
alo. Ho we ver, when compared to other quiescent star forming dSphs 
e find the And XXV has a central dark matter density approximately
ne order of magnitude smaller than we would expect, more similar
o the central dark matter density of isolated star forming dIrrs. 

(vi) In a companion paper (Charles et al in prep.), we will consider
hether dark matter heating, tides, or some combination of these can 

xplain And XXV’s low density in the context of LCDM. We will
lso explore its implications for alternative dark matter models. 
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PPENDI X  A :  R A D I A L  PROFILES  F RO M  

ravSphere 

ere, we include the radial profile fits from GravSphere , see
ig. A1 . First, the top panel shows the well-defined surface brightness
rofile, � ∗. The blue data points are the binned photometry from the
BT imaging data out to four ef fecti ve half light radii. Second,

n the bottom panel is the radial velocity dispersion, σ LOS . The
lue data points are the binned velocity dispersion data taken from
ur probability weighted member stars. For both panels, the black
ine shows the fit from GravSphere with the dark and light
re y shaded re gions showing the 1 and 2 σ uncertainty intervals
espectiv ely. The v ertical purple dashed line is the half-light radius
f And XXV. We see that the observed surface brightness profile is
ell reproduced by GravSphere . We note that the same velocity
ispersion increasing with increasing radius behaviour is observed
n the binned kinematic data that is explained in Section 4.2
nd Section 7 . We reiterate that this behaviour may indicate that
nd XXV is not in dynamical equilibrium and could be indicative
f And XXV having undergone tidal interactions. The velocity
ispersion profile inferred by GravSphere within the 1 σ uncertainties
or all bins. Ho we ver, from visual inspection it seems possible
hat GravSphere has artificially biased the velocity dispersion
o higher values at small radii in an attempt to fit this flaring feature.
lthough, this potential bias would not affect the conclusion that
nd XXV has an unusually low central dark matter density. A lower
elocity dispersion profile would result in a lower density. As such,
he value from this study can be considered an upper bound of the
ensity. 
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Figure A1. Top: The surface brightness profile, � ∗. The blue data points 
are the binned photometry from the LBT imaging data. Bottom: The radial 
velocity dispersion, σLOS . The blue data points are the binned velocity 
dispersions from our probability weighted member stars. Both: The black 
line shows the fit from GravSphere . The 1 and 2 σ uncertainty intervals 
are shown by the dark grey and light grey shaded regions, respectively. The 
vertical purple dashed line is the half-light radius of And XXV. 
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